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OBJECTIVES:

o To learn about the process involved in the design and development of real-time

embedded system

o To develop the Embedded C programming skills on 8-bit microcontroller

o To study about the interfacing mechanism of peripheral devices with 8-bit

microcontrollers

o To learn about the tools, firmware related to microcontroller programming

o To build a home automation system

OUTCOMES:

On successful completion of this course, students will be able to,

CO1: Analyze the 8-bit series microcontroller architecture, features and pin details

CO2: Write Embedded C programs for embedded system application

CO3: Design and develop real time systems using AVR microcontrollers

CO4: Design and develop the systems based on vision mechanism

CO5: Design and develop a real time home automation system
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UNIT II AVR MICROCONTROLLER

Atmega16 Architecture - Nonvolatile and Data memories - Port System - Peripheral features :

Time base, Timing Subsystem, Pulse width modulation, USART, SPI, Two wire serial Interface,

ADC, Interrupts - Physical and operating parameters.

SYLLABUS:

1. Dhananjay V. Gadre, "Programming and Customizing the AVR Microcontroller", McGraw-

Hill, 2001.

2. Joe Pardue, "C programming for Microcontrollers ", Smiley Micros, 2005.

3. Steven F. Barrett, Daniel J. Pack, "Atmel AVR Microcontroller Primer : Programming and

Interfacing", Morgan & Claypool Publishers, 2008.

4. Mike Riley, "Programming your Home - Automate with Arduino, Android and your
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⮚ It is a RISC processor with a Harvard Architecture.

⮚ The Harvard architecture refers to that the CPU has a program memory and a separate data

memory.

⮚ On-chip and In System Programmable Flash memory used as Program Memory.

⮚ The program memory can be programmed in two modes: serial and parallel.

⮚ 32 x 8 general-purpose working registers .

⮚ A large register set means that variables can be stored inside the CPU rather than storing

the variables in memory, as accessing memory, is time expensive. Thus the program will run

faster.

⮚ On-chip data memory EEPROM and RAM for storing constants and variables.

⮚ 0 to 10-MHz clock speed operation.

⮚ Most instructions operate in 1 clock cycle.

⮚ On-chip programmable timer with separate prescalar. It is used for timing applications.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER FEATURES
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⮚ Power On RESET circuit.

⮚ Internal and external interrupt sources.

⮚ Programmable watchdog timer (WDT) with independent oscillator.

⮚ WDT is used to recover in case of software crash.

⮚ SLEEP and POWER DOWN modes of operation.

⮚ Many chips with on-chip RC clock oscillator.

⮚ Using the on-chip RC oscillator feature when available leads to an even lower component

count.

⮚ Most of the AVR instructions are 1 word (2 bytes) long and so take 1 program memory

location.

⮚ Use of a 2-stage pipeline (Fetch and Decode, Execute).

⮚ Wide device range (from a small 8-pin processor to a 68 pin processor)

⮚ One can choose a processor to suit a given requirement while being able to use the same

development facilities.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER FEATURES
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AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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⮚ The AVR uses Harvard architecture.

⮚ This entails separate data and program memory buses.

⮚ The data memory data bus is an 8-bit bus and connects most of the peripheral components

to the register file.

⮚ The program memory data bus is 16 bits wide and only feeds the instruction register. The

program memory is accessed every clock cycle, and an instruction is loaded into the

instruction register.

⮚ The instruction register feeds the register file, selecting which of the registers will be used

by the ALU for instruction execution.

⮚ The instruction register output is also decoded by the instruction decoder to decide which

control signals will be activated for completing the current instruction.

⮚ The program memory, besides storing instructions, also stores interrupt vectors starting at

address $0000. The actual program should start at memory location beyond the space

meant for the vectors.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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⮚ The data memory is split into five different components:

1. A register file with 32 registers of 8-bit width.

2. 64 I/O registers of 8 bits each.

⮚ All the processors do not have all the 64 registers.

⮚ Some have more than others, depending on the number of peripheral components on the

chip.

⮚ These registers are really part of on-chip SRAM and can be accessed either as SRAM with

addresses between $20 and $5F or as I/O registers with addresses between $00 and $3F.

⮚ Most often, all of these registers are accessed as I/O registers rather than as SRAM.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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3. Internal SRAM.

⮚ This is available on most of the AVR processors except the baseline processors such as the

AT90S1200.

⮚ The amount of SRAM varies between 128 bytes to 4 Kbytes.

⮚ The SRAM is used for stack as well as storing variables.

⮚ During interrupts and subroutine calls, the current program counter value is stored on the

stack.

⮚ The size of the stack is limited by the available on-chip SRAM.

⮚ The current stack location is indicated by the stack pointer.

⮚ The stack pointer is 1 byte on smaller processors such as AT90S2313 and is 2 bytes on

larger processors such as the AT90S8515.

⮚ The stack pointer must be initialized after reset and before the stack can be used. return

addresses.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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4. External SRAM.

⮚ This is possible only on the larger processors of the AVR family.

⮚ Those processors that have external data and memory access ports (such as the

AT90S8515) can use any available external SRAM the user may decide to implement.

5. EEPROM.

⮚ The EEPROM is available on almost all AVR processors and is accessed in a separate memory

map.

⮚ The starting address of the EEPROM is always $0000.

⮚ Various processors have between 64 bytes and 4 Kbytes of EEPROM.

⮚ The EEPROM can be read and written by any program.

⮚ Reading the EEPROM is faster than writing the EEROM.

⮚ The EEPROM can be written to about 100,000 times.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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Register File:

⮚ All AVR processors have 32 general-purpose registers.

⮚ Some of these registers have additional special functions.

⮚ The registers are named R0 through R31. The register file is broken up into 2 parts with 16

registers each, R0 to R15 and R16 to R31.

⮚ All instructions that operate on the registers have direct access and single-cycle access to

all the registers.

⮚ The exception is the SBCI, SUBI, CPI (Compare), ANDI, and ORI instructions as well as the

LDI instruction. These instructions operate only on registers R16 to R31.

⮚ Registers R0 and R26 through R31 have additional functions.

⮚ R0 is used in the instruction LPM (load program memory), while R26 through R31 are used

as pointer registers as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

⮚ These pointer registers are used in many of the register indirect instructions.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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ALU:

⮚ Operations performed by ALU are arithmetic, and logical operations upon the contents of

the registers and writes back the result into the register file.

⮚ These operations are performed in a single clock cycle.

⮚ Each ALU operation affects the flags in the STATUS register, depending upon the

instruction.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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Memory Access and Instruction Execution:

⮚ The AVR processor is driven by the system clock, which can be sourced from outside or, if

available and enabled, an internal RC clock can be used.

⮚ The system clock without any division is used directly for all accesses inside the processor.

⮚ The processor has a two-stage pipeline, and instruction fetch/decode is performed

concurrently with the instruction execution.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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Memory Access and Instruction Execution:

⮚ Once the instruction is fetched, if it is an ALU-related instruction, it can be executed by the

ALU as illustrated in Figure 3.6 in a single cycle.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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Memory Access and Instruction Execution:

⮚ On the other hand, the SRAM memory access takes two cycles.

⮚ This is because the SRAM access uses a pointer register for the SRAM address.

⮚ The pointer register is one of the pointer registers (X, Y, or Z register pairs).

⮚ The first clock cycle is needed to access the register file and to operate upon the pointer

register (the SRAM access instructions allow pre/post-address increment operation on the

pointer register).

⮚ At the end of the first clock cycle, the ALU performs calculation, and then this address is

used to access the SRAM location and to write into it (or read from it into the destination

register) as illustrated in Fig. 3.7.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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Memory Access and Instruction Execution:

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory:

⮚ The I/O memory is the gateway to all the peripheral components of the AVR processor.

⮚ It is implemented as SRAM and can be accessed in two ways: as SRAM as well as I/O

registers.

⮚ As SRAM, the addresses are beyond $20 to $5F and as I/O registers, the addresses start at

$00 to $3F.

⮚ We will look at the I/O registers as registers rather than as SRAM.

⮚ To access the I/O registers, the AVR offers IN and OUT instructions.

⮚ These instructions can access all the I/O registers from $00 to $3F.

⮚ Besides IN and OUT, the AVR also supports bit addressing on some of the registers, namely

from $00 to $1F.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory:

⮚ With the help of the bit instructions SBI and CBI, any bit in any of the registers ($00 to $1F)

can be set or reset.

⮚ This is a time-saving method compared to reading the register, changing the bit, and writing

the value back to the register.

⮚ For the rest of the registers, one has to use the other method, which takes about three

times more clock cycles.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - SREG – Status Register:

⮚ The STATUS register contains 8-flag bits that indicate the current state of the processor. All

these bits are cleared (i.e., at logic “0”) at reset and can be read or written to by the

program.

⮚ The STATUS register is not stored by the machine during an interrupt operation.

⮚ The instruction in an interrupt routine can modify the STATUS flag bits, and so the user

program must store and retrieve the STATUS register during an interrupt.

⮚ The I/O address of the STATUS register is $3F (memory address is $5F).

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - SREG – Status Register:

1. Bit7-I: Global Interrupt Enable. Setting this bit enables all the interrupts. Resetting this

disables all interrupts.

2. Bit6 -T: Bit Copy Storage. Used with BLD (bit load) and BST (bit store) instruction for

loading and storing bits from one register to another.

3. Bit5 –H: Half Carry Flag. Indicates half carry in some arithmetic instructions.

4. Bit4 –S: Sign Flag. This bit is the exclusive OR between the negative flag N and the

Overflow flag V.

5. Bit3 –V: Two’s Complement Overflow Flag.

6. Bit2 –N: Negative Flag.

7. Bit1 –Z: Zero Flag. Indicates a zero result after an arithmetic or logical operation.

8. Bit0 –C: Carry Flag. Indicates a carry in arithmetic or logical operation.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - SP – Stack Pointer Register:

⮚ This register is 1 byte wide for processors that have up to 256 bytes of SRAM and is 2

bytes wide (called SPH and SPL) for those processors that have more than 256 bytes of

SRAM.

⮚ This register is used to point to the area in SRAM that is the top of the stack.

⮚ The stack is used to store return addresses by the processor during an interrupt and

subroutine call.

⮚ Since the SP is initialized to $00 (or $0000 for a 2-byte SP) at reset, the user program must

initialize the SP appropriately, as the SRAM starting address is not $00.

⮚ SRAM starting address is $60.

⮚ The stack grows down in memory address—i.e., pushing a value on stack results in the SP

getting decremented.

⮚ Popping a value out of stack increments the SP.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - GIMSK – General Interrupt Mask Register:

⮚ The GIMSK register is used to enable and disable individual external interrupts by setting

and resetting the concerned bit respectively.

⮚ However, the interrupt to be actually serviced, the I bit in the STATUS register (SREG), must

also be set to “1.”

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - GIFR – General Interrupt Flag Register:

⮚ The bits in GIFR indicate if an interrupt has occurred.

⮚ If an external interrupt occurs, the corresponding INT flag in GIFR is set to “1.”

⮚ If the interrupt gets serviced (which happens if the I bit and the corresponding INT bit in

GIMSK register is “1”), then the flag is reset.

⮚ The flag can also be reset by writing a logical “1” to it.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - MCUCR – MCU General Control Register:

⮚ The bits in MCUCR allow general processor control.

⮚ This includes external SRAM access enable/disable, sleep mode, and external interrupt

sense control.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - MCUCR – MCU General Control Register:

1. Bit7:SRE - External SRAM Enable. Setting this bit to “1” allows external SRAM access on

processors that have the capability.

⮚ PortA becomes AD0-7, PortC becomes A8-15, and WR* and RD* signals are activated on

PortD as alternate pin functions.

⮚ When this bit is “0,” the ports function as normal ports and external SRAM access is

disabled.

2. Bit6:SRW - External SRAM Access Wait State Bit.

⮚ When this bit is “1,” an extra wait state is inserted in the SRAM access cycle. Thus the SRAM

is accessed in 4 cycles.

⮚ When this bit is “0,” the SRAM is accessed in 3 cycles.

3. Bit5:SE - Sleep Enable. Setting this bit to “1” enables the processor to go in one of the sleep

modes. After setting this bit to “1,” the program must execute the SLEEP instruction.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - MCUCR – MCU General Control Register:

4. Bit4:SM - Sleep Mode.

⮚ A “1” in this bit puts the processor in idle mode.

⮚ A “0” means power down mode.

5. Bit3, 2:ISC11, ISC10 - Interrupt sense control bit for INT1.

6. Bit1, 0:ISC01, ISC00 - Interrupt sense control bit for INT0.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory - MCUSR – MCU Status Register:

⮚ The MCU status register provides information about the source of reset.

⮚ The MCUSR contains 2 bits which indicate the source for the reset.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory – TCCR0– Timer/Counter0 Control Register:

⮚ The Timer/Counter0 Control register is used to control the operation of the processor

Timer/Counter0. This is a simple timer that counts up from the loaded count. The count is

incremented at each clock signal at its input.

⮚ The clock signal can be selected from one of seven sources as illustrated in Table 3.5. The

eighth option allows the counter/timer to be stopped.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory – TCNT0– Timer/Counter0 Register:

⮚ This is the actual timer/counter register.

⮚ A value loaded in this register is used as the starting value, and the timer increments this

value at each of its clock signals if the counter/timer is enabled through the TCCR0 register.

⮚ After the Timer/Counter0 overflows, it resets to $00 and continues counting up for each

Timer/Counter0 clock signal.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory – TCCR1– Timer/Counter1 Control Register A:

⮚ The signals for this registers are:

1. Bits 7,6:COM1A1, COM1A0: Compare Output Mode1, bits 1 and 0.

⮚ The COM1A1 and COM1A0 control bits determine any output pin action following a

compare match in Timer/Counter1.

⮚ Any output pin actions affect pin OC1-Output Compare pin1.

⮚ This is an alternative function to the I/O port, and the corresponding direction control bit

must be set to “1” to control an output pin.

⮚ For devices with 2 compare functions, bits 5 and 4 of the control register have similar

functions to bits 7 and 6.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
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I/O Memory – TCCR1– Timer/Counter1 Control Register A:

⮚ The signals for this registers are:

2. Bits 1,0-PWM11, PWM10: Pulse Width Modulator Select Bits.

⮚ These bits select PWM operation of Timer/Counter1 as specified in Table 3.7.

AVR RISC MICROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE



SERIAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS SUPPORTED BY AVR

Asynchronous vs Synchronous serial transmission:

➢In serial communications, the transmitting and receiving device must be synchronized to

one another and use a common data rate and protocol.

➢There are two basic methods of maintaining ‘‘sync’’ between the transmitter and receiver:

asynchronous and synchronous.

➢In an asynchronous serial communication system, such as the USART aboard the ATmega16,

framing bits are used at the beginning and end of a data byte.

➢These framing bits alert the receiver that an incoming data byte has arrived and also signals

the completion of the data byte reception.

➢The data rate for an asynchronous serial system is typically much slower than the

synchronous system, but it only requires a single wire between the transmitter and receiver.

➢ Data transmission rates are typically specified as a baud or bits per second rate.

36



Asynchronous vs Synchronous serial transmission:

⮚A synchronous serial communication system maintains ‘‘sync’’ between the transmitter and

receiver by employing a common clock between the two devices.

⮚Data bits are sent and received on the edge of the clock.

⮚This allows data transfer rates higher than with asynchronous techniques but requires two

lines, data and clock, to connect the receiver and transmitter.

Full Duplex:

⮚A single duplex system has a single complement of hardware that must be switched from

transmission to reception configuration.

⮚A full duplex serial communication system has separate hardware for transmission and

reception.

37
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Nonreturn to Zero Coding Format:

⮚The transmitter and receiver must use a common coding standard so data may be

interpreted correctly at the receiving end.

⮚The Atmel ATmega16 uses a nonreturn to zero coding standard.

⮚In nonreturn to zero, coding a logic 1 is signaled by a logic high during the entire time slot

allocated for a single bit, whereas a logic 0 is signaled by a logic low during the entire time

slot allocated for a single bit.

38
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RS-232 Communication Protocol:

⮚Over long distances, logic levels degrade and may be corrupted by noise.

⮚ At the receiving end, it is difficult to discern a logic high from a logic low.

⮚With the RS-232 standard (EIA-232), a logic 1 is represented with a −12 VDC level, whereas a

logic 0 is represented by a +12 VDC level.

⮚Chips are commonly available (e.g., MAX232) that convert the 5 V and 0 V output levels from

a transmitter to RS-232 compatible levels and convert back to 5 V and 0 V levels at the

receiver.

39
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Parity:

⮚Parity is an additional bit (or bits) that may be transmitted with the data byte.

⮚The ATmega16 uses a single parity bit. With a single parity bit, a single-bit error may be

detected.

⮚Parity may be even or odd.

⮚In even parity, the parity bit is set to 1 or 0, such that the number of 1’s in the data byte

including the parity bit is even.

⮚In odd parity, the parity bit is set to 1 or 0, such that the number of 1’s in the data byte

including the parity bit is odd.

⮚At the receiver, the number of bits within a data byte including the parity bit are counted to

ensure that parity has not changed, indicating an error, during transmission.

40
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American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII):

⮚The American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) is a standardized seven-bit

method of encoding alphanumeric data.

41
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Unicode:

⮚Unicode is the international counterpart of ASCII.

⮚It provides standardized 16-bit encoding format for the written languages of the world.

⮚ASCII is a subset of Unicode.

42
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UART I/O Data Register:

⮚The UART Data I/O registers are actually two separate registers, sharing the same physical

address.

⮚When data is written to this address, it gets written to the data transmit register, and when

reading from this address it is read from the data receive register.

43
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UART Status Register:

⮚The UART status register is used to monitor the status of the UART.

1. Bit7:RXC:UART Receive Complete. When this bit is set to “1,” it indicates that the UART has

received a data byte from the receiver shift register. RXC is cleared by reading the UDR.

2. Bit6:TXC:UART Transmit Complete. This bit is set to “1” when a complete data byte

including the stop bit is shifted out from the transmit shift register and no new data is written

to the UDR. TXC is cleared to “0” by hardware by executing the corresponding interrupt

handler or by software by writing a “1” to the TXC bit.

3. Bit5:UDRE:UART Data Register Empty. This bit is set to “1,” when the data written to the

UDR is transferred to the transmit shift register. This bit indicates that the UDR is ready to

receive a new byte.

4. Bit4:FE:Framing Error. This bit is set to “1,” when the incoming stop bit is “0” (when it

should be “1”). The FE is cleared when the incoming stop bit is “1.”

5. Bit3:OR:Overrun Error. This bit is set to “1,” when a valid data in the UDR is not read before

a new data is shifted in the UDR from the UART receiver shift register. 44
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UART Control Register:

1. Bit7:RXCIE:RX Complete Interrupt Enable. This bit when set to “1” causes the Receive

Complete Interrupt when the RXC bit (USR) is set to “1” and the global interrupts are enabled.

2. Bit6:TXCIE:TX Complete Interrupt Enable. This bit when set to “1” causes the Transmit

Complete Interrupt when the TXC bit (USR) is set to “1” and the global interrupts are enabled.

3. Bit5:UDRIE:UART Data Register Empty Interrupt Enable. When this bit is set to “1” and the

UDRE bit in the USR sets to “1,” the UDRE data register empty interrupt will be executed

provided the global interrupts are enabled.

4. Bit4:RXEN:Receiver Enable. When this bit is set to “1,” the UART receiver is enabled.

5. Bit3:TXEN:Transmitter Enable. This bit when set to “1” enables the transmitter.

6. Bit2:CHR9:9-bit Characters. When this bit is set to “1,” the transmitted and received

characters are 9 bits long besides the start and the stop bit. The 9th bit can be used as an extra

stop bit or parity bit.

7. Bit1:RXB8:Receive Data Bit 8. When CHR9 is set to “1,” the RXB8 is the 9th bit of the received

character. 45
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UART Control Register:

8. Bit0:TXB8:Transmit Data Bit 8. When CHR9 is set to “1,” the TXB8 is the 9th data bit in the

character to be transmitted.

46
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UART Baud Rate Register:

⮚The baud rate generator for the UART is a frequency divider which provides the time ticks

for the data transmission and reception according to the following equation,

BaudRate = Fck/ (16 * (UBRR + 1) )

Fck is the system clock frequency.

UBRR is the contents of the UART Baud Rate Register.

47
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UART: The block diagram of the UART transmitter section.

48
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UART - Transmission:

⮚Data transmission is initiated by writing the data to be transmitted to the UART I/O Data

Register, UDR.

⮚Data is transferred from UDR to the Transmit shift register when a new character has been

written to UDR after the stop bit from the previous character has been shifted out. The shift

register is loaded immediately.

⮚If the 10(11)-bit Transmitter shift register is empty, data is transferred from UDR to the shift

register.

⮚At this time the UDRE (UART Data Register Empty) bit in the UART Status Register, USR, is

set.

⮚When this bit is set to “1,” the UART is ready to receive the next character.

⮚At the same time as the data is transferred from UDR to the 10(11)-bit shift register, bit 0 of

the shift register is cleared (start bit) and bit 9 or 10 is set (stop bit).

⮚If a 9-bit data word is selected (the CHR9 bit in the UART Control Register, UCR is set), the

TXB8 bit in UCR is transferred to bit 9 in the Transmit shift register. 49
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UART - Transmission:

⮚On the Baud Rate clock following the transfer operation to the shift register, the start bit is

shifted out on the TXD pin.

⮚Then follows the data, LSB first.

⮚When the stop bit has been shifted out, the shift register is loaded if any new data has been

written to the UDR during the transmission.

⮚During loading, UDRE is set to “1.” If there is no new data in the UDR register to send when

the stop bit is shifted out, the UDRE flag will remain set until UDR is written again.

⮚When no new data has been written, and the stop bit has been present on TXD for one bit

length, the TX Complete Flag, TXC, in USR is set to “1.”

⮚The TXEN bit in UCR enables the UART transmitter when set to “1.”

⮚When this bit is cleared to “0,” the PD1 pin can be used for general I/O.

⮚When set to “1,” the UART Transmitter will be connected to PD1, which is forced to be an

output pin regardless of the setting of the bit 1 in DDRD.

50
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UART – Reception: The block diagram of the UART receiver section.
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UART - Reception:

⮚The receiver front-end logic samples the signal on the RXD pin at a frequency 16 times the

baud rate.

⮚While the line is idle, one single sample of logical zero will be interpreted as the falling edge

of a start bit, and the start bit detection sequence is initiated.

⮚Following the 1 to 0-transition, the receiver samples the RXD pin at samples 8, 9, and 10.

⮚If two or more of these three samples are found to be logical ones, the start bit is rejected as

a noise spike and the receiver starts looking for the next 1 to 0-transition.

⮚If, however, a valid start bit is detected, sampling of the data bits following the start bit is

performed.

⮚These bits are also sampled at samples 8, 9, and 10.

⮚The logical value found in at least two of the three samples is taken as the bit value.

⮚All bits are shifted into the transmitter shift register as they are sampled.
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UART - Reception:

⮚When the stop bit enters the receiver, the majority of the three samples must be one to

accept the stop bit.

⮚If two or more samples are logical zeros, the Framing Error (FE) flag in the UART Status

Register (USR) is set to “1.”

⮚Before reading the UDR register, the user should always check the FE bit to detect framing

errors.

⮚Whether or not a valid stop bit is detected at the end of a character reception cycle, the data

is transferred to UDR and the RXC flag in USR is set.

⮚UDR is in fact two physically separate registers, one for transmitted data and one for

received data.

⮚When UDR is read, the Receive Data register is accessed, and when UDR is written, the

Transmit Data register is accessed.
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UART - Reception:

⮚If 9-bit data word is selected (the CHR9 bit in the UART Control Register, UCR is set to “1”),

the RXB8 bit in UCR is loaded with bit 9 in the Transmit shift register when data is transferred

to UDR.

⮚ If after having received a character, the UDR register has not been read since the last

receive, the OverRun (OR) flag in UCR is set to “1.”

⮚This means that the last data byte shifted into to shift register could not be transferred to

UDR and has been lost.

⮚The OR bit is buffered and is updated when the valid data byte in UDR is read.

⮚Thus the user should always check the OR bit after reading the UDR register in order to

detect any overruns if the baud rate is high or CPU load is high.

⮚When the RXEN bit in the UCR register is cleared to “0,” the receiver is disabled.

⮚This means that the PD0 pin can be used as a general I/O pin.
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UART - Reception:

⮚When RXEN is set to “1,” the UART Receiver will be connected to PD0, which is forced to be

an input pin regardless of the setting of the DDD0 bit in DDRD.

⮚When the CHR9 bit in the UCR register is set, transmitted and received characters are 9 bits

long, plus start and stop bits.

⮚The 9th data bit to be transmitted is the TXB8 bit in the UCR register.

⮚This bit must be set to the wanted value before a transmission is initiated by writing to the

UDR register.

⮚The 9th data bit received is the RXB8 bit in the UCR register.
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UART – System Operation and Programming:
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UART – System Operation and Programming:

⮚The basic activities of the USART system consist of initialization, transmission, and reception.

⮚Both the transmitter and receiver must be initialized with the same communication

parameters for proper data transmission.

⮚The transmission and reception activities are similar except for the direction of data flow.

⮚In transmission, we monitor for the UDRE flag to set, indicating the data register is empty.

We then load the data for transmission into the UDR register.

⮚For reception, we monitor for the RXC bit to set, indicating there are unread data in the UDR

register. We then retrieve the data from the UDR register.
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SPI – Serial Peripheral Interface:

⮚SPI provides two-way serial communication between a transmitter and a receiver.

⮚In the SPI system, the transmitter and receiver share a common clock source.

⮚This requires an additional clock line between the transmitter and receiver but allows for

higher data transmission rates as compared with the USART.

⮚The SPI system allows for fast and efficient data exchange between microcontrollers or

peripheral devices.

⮚There are many SPI-compatible external systems such as a liquid crystal display (LCD), digital-

to-analog converter (DAC).
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SPI – Serial Peripheral Interface: Operation

⮚The SPI may be viewed as a synchronous 16-bit shift register with an 8-bit half residing in the

transmitter and the other 8-bit half residing in the receiver.
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SPI – Serial Peripheral Interface: Operation

⮚The transmitter is designated the master because it provides the synchronizing clock source

between the transmitter and the receiver.

⮚The receiver is designated as the slave. A slave is chosen for reception by taking its slave

select (SS*) line low.

⮚When the SS* line is taken low, the slave’s shifting capability is enabled.

⮚SPI transmission is initiated by loading a data byte into the master configured SPI Data

Register (SPDR).

⮚At that time, the SPI clock generator provides clock pulses to the master and also to the

slave via the SCK pin.

⮚ A single bit is shifted out of the master designated shift register on the Master Out Slave In

(MOSI) microcontroller pin on every SCK pulse.

⮚The data are received at the MOSI pin of the slave designated device.
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SPI – Serial Peripheral Interface: Operation

⮚At the same time, a single bit is shifted out of the Master In Slave Out (MISO) pin of the slave

device and into the MISO pin of the master device.

⮚After eight master SCK clock pulses, a byte of data has been exchanged between the master

and slave designated SPI devices.

⮚Completion of data transmission in the master and data reception in the slave is signaled by

the SPI Interrupt Flag (SPIF) in both devices.

⮚The SPIF flag is located in the SPI Status Register (SPSR) of each device.

⮚At that time, another data byte may be transmitted.
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SPI I/O Data Register:

⮚This is the read/write register used for data transfer between the register file and the SPI

shift register.

⮚Writing to this register initiates data transmission, and reading from it causes the shift

register receive buffer to be read.
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SPI Status Register:

1. Bit7:SPIF. SPI Interrupt Flag. When a SPI serial transfer is complete and the SPIE bit in SPCR

is set to “1” and the global interrupts are enabled, then the SPIF flag is set to“1.” SPIF is

cleared to “0” by the processor when the corresponding interrupt is executed.

2. Bit6:WCOL. Write Collision Flag. This bit is set if the SPI Data Register (SPDR) is written

during a data transfer. This bit is cleared, together with the SPIF, to “0” by first reading the

SPI Status Register when WCOL is set to “1” and then accessing the SPI Data Register.
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SPI Control Register:

1. Bit7:SPIE. SPI Interrupt Enable. This bit causes an SPI interrupt to be generated if the SPIF bit

in the SPSR register is set and the global interrupts are enabled.

2. Bit6:SPE. SPI Enable. When this bit is set to “1,” the SPI is enabled.

3. Bit5:DORD. Data Order. When set to “1,” LSB of the data word is transmitted first. When

cleared to “0,” the MSB of the data word is transmitted first.

4. Bit4:MSTR. Master/Slave Select. When set to “1,” the SPI port is in master mode and when

cleared to “0,” it is a slave port.

5. Bit3:CPOL. Clock Polarity. When set to “1,” the SCK is high when idle and when cleared to

“0,” SCK is low when idle.

6. Bit2:CPHA. Clock Phase. Determines the active phase of the clock.

7. Bit1-0:SPR1, SPR0. SPI Clock Rate Select. These bits determine the SCK clock rate when

configured as master. If the device is a slave, these bits have no effect on the SCK frequency.
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SPI Control Register:
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

⮚I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) is a serial bus interface connection protocol.

⮚It is also called TWI (two-wire interface) since it uses only two wires for communication, that

two wires called SDA (serial data) and SCL (serial clock).

⮚AVR-based ATmega16/ATmega32 has a TWI module.

⮚I2C works in two modes namely,

1.Master mode

2.Slave mode

SDA & SCL pins :

⮚These pins are used to interface the TWI based external peripherals and microcontroller.

⮚The output drivers contain a slew-rate limiter.

⮚The input stages contain a spike suppression unit which removes spikes shorter than 50 ns.
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

Bus interface unit:

⮚The bus interface unit contains Start/Stop control which is responsible for the generation

and detection of START, REPEATED START, and STOP conditions.

⮚TWDR add/data shift register contain data to be transmitted and received.

⮚ACK bit receives ack/nack in transmitter mode and it is generated through software in

receiving mode.

⮚The Spike suppression unit takes care of spikes whereas arbitration detection continuously

monitors bus status and informs the control unit about it.

Address match unit:

⮚In slave mode, the Address match unit receives an incoming 7-bit address and compares with

the address in TWAR (Two Wire Address Register) register to check whether it matches or not

and upon match occur it intimate to control unit to take necessary action.

⮚It also considers the general call address if the TWGCE bit in TWAR is enabled. 68
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

Bit rate generator unit:

⮚The bit rate generator unit controls the SCL period in the master mode to generate SCL

frequency.

⮚It is calculated by,

SCL frequency = (CPU CLK frequency)/(16+2(TWBR)*4^TWPS )

Where TWPS is a value of a prescaler bit in TWSR.

Control unit:

⮚The Control unit contains TWSR (TWI status register), TWCR (TWI control register).

⮚It controls the overall process of attention for necessary events, identifying events when

occur, TWINT interrupts assertion, and update TWSR.

⮚As long as the TWINT flag set SCL held low.

⮚TWINT set whenever TWI completes the current task.
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

TWBR: TWI Bit Rate Register:

⮚TWI bit rate register used in generating SCL frequency while operating in master mode.

TWCR: TWI Control Register:

⮚TWI control resistor used to control events of all I2C communication.

Bit 7 – TWINT: TWI interrupt. This bit get set whenever TWI completes its current event (like

start, stop, transmit, receive, etc).

⮚While I-bit in SREG and TWIE bit in TWCR is enabled then TWI interrupt vector is called

whenever TWI interrupt occur.

⮚TWI interrupt flag must be cleared by software by writing a logical one to it. This bit is not

automatically cleared by hardware. 70
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

TWBR: TWI Bit Rate Register:

Bit 6 – TWEA: TWI enable acknowledgment bit. This is TWI acknowledgment enable bit, it is set

in receiver mode to generate acknowledgment and cleared in transmit mode.

Bit 5 – TWSTA: TWI START condition bit. The master device set this bit to generate START

condition by monitoring free bus status to take control over the TWI bus.

Bit 4 – TWSTO: TWI STOP condition bit. The master device set this bit to generate STOP

condition to leave control over the TWI bus.

Bit 3 – TWWC: TWI write collision. This bit get set when writing to the TWDR register before

the current transmission is complete.

Bit 2 – TWEN: TWI enable bit. This bit set to enables the TWI interface in the device and takes

control over the I/O pins.

Bit 1 - Reserved

Bit 0 – TWIE: TWI interrupt enable. This bit is used to enable TWI to interrupt routine while the

I-bit of SREG is set as long as the TWINT flag is high. 71
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

TWSR: TWI Status Register:

Bit 7:Bit 3 - TWS7: TWS3: TWI status bits. TWI status bits shows the status of TWI control and

bus.

Bit 1:0 - TWPS1:TWPS0: TWI prescaler bits. TWI prescaler bits used in bit rate formula to

calculate SCL frequency.
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TWPS1 TWPS0 Exponent Prescaler value
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 4
1 0 2 16
1 1 3 64
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

TWDR: TWI Data Register:

⮚TWDR contains data to be transmitted or received.

⮚It’s not writable while TWI is in process of shifting a byte.

⮚The data remains stable as long as TWINT is set.

TWAR: TWI Address Register:

⮚It contains the address of the TWI unit in slave mode. It is used in the multi-master system.

Bit 7:1 - TWA6: TWA0: TWI address bits. TWI address bits contain TWI 7-bit address in slave

mode.

Bit 0 – TWGCE: TWI general call enable bit. It enables the recognition of general call over the

TWI bus.
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Two-wire interface or I2C protocol:

⮚There are four transmission modes in I2C:

1.When the device is Master it works in MT and MR transmission modes.

2.When the device is Slave it works in ST and SR transmission modes.
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S No. Transmission mode Operation

1 Master Transmitter (MT) Master device writes data to SDA.

2 Master Receiver (MR) Master device read data from SDA.

3 Slave Transmitter (ST) Slave device writes data to SDA.

4 Slave Receiver (SR) Slave device read data from SDA.
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ADC IN AVR MICROCONTROLLERS

⮚AVR ATmega series (Atmega16/Atmega32) normally 10-bit ADC (10-bit digital output – 0 to

1023) is inbuilt in the controller.

⮚ATmega16/32 supports eight ADC channels, connect eight analog inputs at a time.

⮚ADC channel 0 to channel 7 are multiplexed with GPIO pins of PORTA. i.e. Pin no.33 to 40.
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⮚When the input is 0V, the digital output will be 0.

⮚When the input is 5V (and Vref=5V), the digital output will be1023.

⮚ADC has 1023 steps.

⮚Step size with Vref = 5V : 5/1023 = 4.88 mV.

⮚Step size with Vref = 2.56 V: 2.56/1023 = 2.5 mV.

⮚Digital data output (Dout) = Vin / step size.

⮚ Converted output binary data is held in two special functions 8-bit register ADCL (result Low)

and ADCH (result in High).

⮚ Options available to use this 10-bits as upper bits or lower bits.

⮚Three options for Vref.

1.AVcc (analog Vcc),

2.Internal 2.56 V

3.External Aref. Pin.

⮚The total conversion time depends on crystal frequency and ADPS0: 2 (frequency divisor)
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⮚Four registers to configure and utilize the ADC,

1.ADCH: Holds digital converted data higher byte

2.ADCL: Holds digital converted data lower byte

3.ADMUX: ADC Multiplexer selection register

4.ADCSRA: ADC Control and status register

ADMUX Register:

Bit 7: 6 – REFS1 : 0: Reference Selection Bits. Reference voltage selection for ADC
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REFS1 REFS0 Vref to ADC

0 0 AREF pin

0 1 AVCC pin i.e. Vcc 5 V

1 0 Reserved

1 1 Internal 2.56 V
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Bit 5 – ADLAR: ADC Left Adjust Result. Use 10-bits output as upper bits or lower bits in ADCH & 

ADCL.

Bits 4 : 0 – MUX4 : 0: Analog Channel and Gain Selection Bits. Select the input channel ADC0 to 

ADC7 by using these bits.
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ADCSRA Register:

Bit 7 – ADEN: ADC Enable. Writing one to this bit enables the ADC. By writing it to zero, the ADC

is turned off.

Bit 6 – ADSC: ADC Start Conversion. Writing one to this bit starts the conversion.

Bit 5 – ADATE: ADC Auto Trigger Enable. Writing one to this bit, results in Auto Triggering of

the ADC.

Bit 4 – ADIF: ADC Interrupt Flag. This bit is set when an ADC conversion completes and the

Data Registers are updated.

Bit 3 – ADIE: ADC Interrupt Enable. Writing one to this bit, the ADC Conversion Complete

Interrupt is activated.
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ADCSRA Register:

Bits 2 : 0 – ADPS2 : 0: ADC prescaler Select Bits. These bits determine the division factor

between the XTAL frequency and the input clock to the ADC.

⮚In AVR, ADC requires an input clock frequency less than 200 kHz for max. accuracy.

⮚Let the clock frequency of AVR is 8 MHz, then we must have to use a divisor of 64 or 128.

⮚ Because it gives 8 MHz/64 = 125 kHz, which is lesser than 200 kHz. 80
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Steps to Program the ADC in AVR microcontrollers:

1. Make the ADC channel pin as an input.

2. Set ADC enable bit in ADCSRA, select the conversion speed using ADPS2 : 0.

3. Select ADC reference voltage using REFS1: REFS0 in ADMUX register.

4. Select the ADC input channel using MUX4 : 0 in ADMUX.

5. Start conversion by setting bit ADSC in ADCSRA.

6. Wait for conversion to complete by polling ADIF bit in ADCSRA register.

7. After the ADIF bit gone high, read ADCL and ADCH register to get the digital output.

Note: Read ADCL before ADCH; otherwise result will not be valid.
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INTERRUPT STRUCTURE

⮚An interrupt is a flow control mechanism.

⮚The processor system interacting with the outside world in an asynchronous fashion such as,

the user may have pressed a switch or a data byte on the serial port may have arrived etc.

⮚It would be quite impossible for the processor to keep track of all the things just by querying

these devices for data.

⮚Instead, it would be better, if these devices could “announce” arrival of data.

⮚The peripheral device could “interrupt” the execution of the main program, and the

processor takes time out of the normal program execution to examine the source of the

interrupt and to take necessary action.

⮚After the required action is taken, the interrupted program execution is resumed.

⮚The interrupt program is just like a subroutine, except that the execution of this interrupt

subroutine is not anticipated by the processor to occur at a particular moment of time.

⮚ The AVR has a rich interrupt structure.

⮚Interrupt capability has been provided to most of the peripheral devices so that the main

program need not poll these devices all the time. 82



⮚The sequence of events when an interrupt occurs is as follows,

1. The peripheral device interrupts the processor.

2. Current instruction execution is completed.

3. The address of the next instruction is stored on the stack (either a hardware stack or a

software stack).

4. Address of the ISR (interrupt subroutine) is loaded into the program counter.

5. The processor executes the ISR.

6. The ISR execution completion is indicated by the RETI instruction (return from interrupt).

7. The processor loads the program counter with the value stored on the stack and normal

program execution resumes.
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⮚Since the interrupt can occur at any time, the processor status (flags, etc.) must be saved so

that normal program execution can resume after the ISR is completed.

⮚The processor status is contained in the SREG register.

⮚The ISR must save the SREG before executing any other instruction, and before returning

control to the main program, must restore the SREG register.

⮚This can be done in two ways,

1.The SREG is copied into another register, say R1, which must not be used for any other

purpose, and before the ISR executes the RETI instruction, R1 is copied back into SREG.

2.Another way to save the SREG is to save it on the stack (using the PUSH SREG instruction) and

then before executing the RETI instruction, the SREG value is copied back from the stack (using

the POP SREG instruction).
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⮚ It is also possible to interrupt an ISR if another interrupt occurs and the global interrupt flag

has been set to “1” within ISR for interrupt1 (using the SEI instruction).

⮚In that case, the ISR1 is interrupted and another ISR, ISR2, executes.

⮚ISR1 execution resumes after ISR2 finishes, and after ISR1 completes execution, the main

program resumes execution.
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⮚ The priority of interrupts is determined by the way the interrupt vectors are assigned.

⮚An interrupt vector at a lower address in the program memory has a higher priority.

⮚The priority of interrupt is used to decide which interrupt gets serviced first if more than one

interrupt is pending at any moment of time.

⮚This situation can arise when global interrupts have been disabled in a system to allow some

critical section of the program to execute.

⮚After the critical section is completed, the program enables the global interrupts.

⮚Now, during the time the critical section was being executed, two interrupts, an external

Interrupt0 and UART Rx Complete interrupt occurred.

⮚Then, since the external Interrupt0 has a higher priority than the UART interrupts, the ISR

corresponding to the external Interrupt0 will be executed, and after that, the ISR for the

UART interrupt will execute.
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⮚How fast a processor can respond to an interrupt?

⮚ This is largely decided by the processor architecture.

⮚For the AVR controllers, the interrupt execution response for all the enabled AVR interrupts is

four clock cycles minimum.

⮚Four clock cycles after the interrupt flag has been set, the program vector address for the

actual interrupt handling routine is executed.

⮚During this four-clock cycle period, the Program Counter (2 bytes) is pushed onto the Stack,

and the Stack Pointer is decremented by 2.

⮚The vector is normally a relative jump to the interrupt routine, and this jump takes two clock

cycles.

⮚If an interrupt occurs during execution of a multi-cycle instruction, this instruction is

completed before the interrupt is served.
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⮚A return from an interrupt handling routine takes four clock cycles.

⮚During these four clock cycles, the Program Counter (2 bytes) is popped back from the Stack,

the Stack Pointer is incremented by 2, and the I flag in SREG is set.

⮚When the AVR exits from an interrupt, it will always return to the main program and

execute one more instruction before any pending interrupt is served.
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EXTERNAL HARDWARE INTERRUPTS IN AVR ATMEGA16/ATMEGA32

⮚AVR ATmega16/ATmega32 has three external hardware interrupts on pins PD2, PD3, and

PB2 which are referred to as INT0, INT1, and INT2 respectively.
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⮚Upon activation of these interrupts, the ATmega controller gets interrupted and jumps to

perform the interrupt service routine.

⮚External interrupts can be level-triggered or edge-triggered.

⮚INT0 and INT1 can be level-triggered and edge-triggered whereas INT2 can be only edge-

triggered.

GICR Register:

⮚ Enable/disable external interrupts by the GICR register.

Bit 7 – INT1: External Interrupt Request 1 Enable.
0: Disable external interrupt
1: Enable external interrupt

Bit 6 – INT0: External Interrupt Request 0 Enable.
0: Disable external interrupt
1: Enable external interrupt

Bit 5 – INT2: External Interrupt Request 2 Enable.
0: Disable external interrupt
1: Enable external interrupt 91
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MCU Control Register (MCUCR):

⮚ To define a level trigger or edge trigger on external INT0 and INT1 pins MCUCR register is

used.

ISC01, ISC00 (Interrupt Sense Control bits). These bits define the level or edge that triggers the 

INT0 pin.

ISC11, ISC10 (Interrupt Sense Control bits). These bits define the level or edge that triggers the 

INT1 pin.
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ISC11 ISC10
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MCU Control and Status Register (MCUCSR):

⮚To define the INT2 interrupt activity, bit 6 of MCUCSR is used.

ISC2 bit defines the INT2 interrupt triggering.
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Important things to Remember:

1. In interrupts (falling edge, rising edge, and level change interrupts), the pulse must be at

least 1 instruction cycle to ensure the transition seen by the microcontroller. The pulse

shorter than 1 machine cycle will not guarantee an interrupt.

2. When an external interrupt is level triggered, the pin must be held low for a minimum time

of 5 machine cycles to recognize.

3. In various applications, an external interrupt may be used for detecting push-button activity

from the user as the push button switch is connected to take input. In this case, it is always

better to use low-level triggered interrupt and give some debouncing delay to avoid

multiple occurrences of an interrupt at the same time.
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ANALOG COMPARATOR IN AVR ATMEGA16/ATMEGA32 MCU

⮚ATmega16/ATmega32 has two pins for analog voltage compare i.e. AIN0 and AIN1.

⮚AIN0 is the positive terminal whereas AIN1 is the negative terminal.

⮚When the voltage on positive pin AIN0 is higher than negative pin AIN1, the ACO bit of ACSR

register is set.
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⮚It is possible to use ADC channels (PA0 to PA7) as a negative terminal (AIN1) of a

comparator.

⮚In this condition, AIN1 will not be considered as a negative input to the comparator.

⮚ADC multiplexer is used to select the ADC channel to be connected.

⮚ADC must be switched off to use this feature.

⮚It means it is possible to compare nine analog signals with one positive analog signal,

sequentially but not simultaneously.

SFIOR: Special Function IO Register:

Bit 3 – ACME: Analog Comparator Multiplexer Enable. When the ACME bit is one and the ADC

is switched off, the ADC multiplexer selects the input connected at ADC channels as a negative

input to the Analog Comparator and AIN1 is not considered for negative input to the

comparator. When the ACME bit is zero, AIN1 acts as the negative terminal of the Analog

Comparator.
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ADTS2 ADTS1 ADTS0 ADHSM ACME PUD PSR2 PSR10
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ACSR: Analog Comparator Control and Status Register

Bit 7 – ACD: Analog Comparator Disable. When ACD is one, then the power to the Analog

Comparator is switched Off. Analog comparator is disabled.

Bit 6 – ACBG: Analog Comparator Bandgap Select. When ACBG is one, then the bandgap

reference voltage replaces the positive input to the analog comparator. When ACBG is zero,

then AIN0 is applied to the positive of the analog comparator.
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ACSR: Analog Comparator Control and Status Register

Bit 5 – ACO: Analog Comparator Output. This bit indicates the output of the comparator, when

AIN0 voltage is higher than the negative pin voltage then the ACO bit is set, otherwise it is clear.

Bit 4 – ACI: Analog Comparator Interrupt Flag. ACI bit is set by hardware. When a comparator

output event triggers, the interrupt mode is defined by ACIS1 and ACIS0. The Analog

Comparator Interrupt routine is executed if the ACIE bit is set and the I-bit in SREG is set. ACI is

cleared by hardware when executing the corresponding interrupt handling vector. Alternatively,

ACI is cleared by writing a logic one to the flag.
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ACSR: Analog Comparator Control and Status Register

Bit 3 – ACIE: Analog Comparator Interrupt Enable. When the ACIE bit set to one and the I-bit in

the Status Register is set, the Analog Comparator Interrupt is activated. When set to zero, the

interrupt is disabled.

Bit 2 – ACIC: Analog Comparator Input Capture Enable. When ACIC set to one, this bit enables

the Input Capture function in Timer/Counter1 to be triggered by the Analog Comparator. When

Set to zero, the connection between Analog Comparator and Input Capture function does not

exist.

Bit 1:0 - ACIS1:ACIS0: Analog Comparator Interrupt Mode Select.
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ACIS1 ACIS0 Interrupt Mode

0 0 Comparator Interrupt on Output Toggle

0 1 Reserved

1 0 Comparator Interrupt on Falling Output Edge

1 1 Comparator Interrupt on Rising Output Edge
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ADMUX: ADC Multiplexer Selection Register

Bit 2:0 – MUX2: MUX0 – To select the ADC input (from ADC0 to ADC7) for the negative input of

the comparator.
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REFS1 REFS0 ADLRA MUX4 MUX3 MUX2 MUX1 MUX0

ACME ADEN MUX2.0
Analog 

Comparator 
Negative Input

0 x xxx AIN1

1 1 xxx AIN1

1 0 000 ADC0

1 0 001 ADC1

1 0 010 ADC2

1 0 011 ADC3

1 0 100 ADC4

1 0 101 ADC5

1 0 110 ADC6

1 0 111 ADC7
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⮚The two input signals are connected to the AIN0 and AIN1 pins of PORTB.

⮚The output of the comparator is shown in LED which is connected to the PC7 pin (Pin No. 29).

⮚When the AIN0 pin voltage is greater than the AIN1 pin voltage then the output LED will glow,

otherwise LED will off.
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PWM IN AVR ATMEGA16/ATMEGA32 MCU

⮚Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a technique by which the width of a pulse is varied while

keeping the frequency constant.

⮚A period of a pulse consists of an ON cycle (5 V) and an OFF cycle (0 V).

⮚The fraction for which the signal is ON over a period is known as the duty cycle.

⮚Duty Cycle (in %) = (TON/Total Period ) x 100
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⮚ATmega has an inbuilt PWM unit.

⮚ATmega has 3 Timers T0, T1, and T2 which can be used for PWM generation.

⮚We need to configure the Timer Register for generating PWM.

⮚PWM output will be generated on the corresponding Timer’s output compare pin (OCx).

⮚Mainly there are two modes in PWM,

1.Fast PWM

2.Phase correct PWM
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Configuring Timer0 for PWM generation:

TCCR0:Timer Counter Control Register 0

Bit 7- FOC0: Force compare match. Write only bit, which can be used while generating a wave.

Writing 1 to this bit will force the wave generator to act as if a compare match has occurred.

Bit 6, 3 - WGM00, WGM01: Waveform Generation Mode.
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WGM00 WGM01 Timer0 mode selection bit

0 0 Normal

0 1 CTC (Clear timer on Compare Match)

1 0 PWM, Phase correct

1 1 Fast PWM
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COM01 COM00 Description
0 0 The normal port operation, OC0 disconnected
0 1 Reserved

1 0
Clear OC0 on compare match when up-counting, set OC0 on 

compare match when down-counting

1 1
Set OC0 on compare match when up-counting, Clear OC0 on 

compare match when down-counting

Bit 5:4 - COM01:00:

1. When WGM00: WGM01= 11 i.e. Fast PWM. Compare Output Mode waveform generator on

OC0 pin

1. When WGM00: WGM01= 10 i.e. Phase correct PWM. Compare Output Mode waveform

generator on OC0 pin
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COM01 COM00 Mode Name Description
0 0 Disconnected The normal port operation, OC0 disconnected
0 1 Reserved Reserved
1 0 Non-inverted Clear OC0 on compare match, set OC0 at TOP
1 1 Inverted PWM Set OC0 on compare match, clear OC0 at TOP
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Bit 2:0 - CS02:CS00: Clock Source Select. These bits are used to select a clock source. When

CS02: CS00 = 000, then timer is stopped. As it gets a value between 001 to 101, it gets a clock

source and starts as the timer.
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CS02 CS01 CS00 Description

0 0 0
No clock source (Timer / Counter 

stopped)

0 0 1 clk (no pre-scaling)

0 1 0 clk / 8

0 1 1 clk / 64

1 0 0 clk / 256

1 0 1 clk / 1024

1 1 0
External clock source on T0 pin. clock 

on falling edge

1 1 1
External clock source on T0 pin. clock 

on rising edge.
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Fast PWM mode: Set WGM00: 01= 11.

⮚To generate a PWM waveform on the OC0 pin, we need to set COM01:00= 10 or 11.

⮚COM01:00= 10 will generate Non-inverting PWM output waveform and COM01:00= 11 will

generate Inverting PWM output waveform.

⮚Setting Duty cycle in Fast PWM Mode: Load value in the OCR0 register to set the duty cycle.

⮚255 value for 100% duty cycle and 0 for 0% duty cycle. Accordingly, if we load value 127 in

OCR0, the Duty cycle will be 50%.
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⮚The advantage of using PWM mode in AVR is that it is an inbuilt hardware unit for waveform

generation and once we set the PWM mode and duty cycle, this unit starts generating PWM

and the controller can do other work.
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Example: Control LED brightness using Fast PWM.
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Phase correct PWM mode:

⮚To set Phase correct PWM, we just have to set the TCCRO register as follows,

TCCR0 = (1<<WGM00) | (1<<COM01) | (1<<CS00);

⮚We can set the output waveform as inverted or non-inverted.
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⮚Similarly, we can set PWM output on the other three OCx pins using Timer1 and Timer2.

⮚PWM output is close to the Analog output.

⮚We can use it as analog output for generating sine wave, audio signals, etc.
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PHYSICAL AND OPERATING PARAMETERS

⮚As a system designer, it is important to know the various physical and operating parameter

options available to select the best option for a given application.

1. Packaging: Three different packaging styles: a 40-pin plastic dual in-line package (DIP), a 44-

lead thin quad flat pack package, and a 44-pad quad flat nonlead/microlead frame package.
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2. Power Consumption: The ATmega16 is available at two different operating voltage ranges.

⮚The ATmega16L operates at supply voltages from 2.7 to 5.5 VDC, whereas the ATmega16

operates at supply voltages from 4.5 to 5.5 VDC.

⮚The current draw for the microcontroller is quite low.

⮚For example, when the ATmega16L is actively operating at 3 MHz from a 3-VDC power

source, the current draw is 1.1 mA.

⮚When placed in the idle mode, the microcontroller current draw reduces to less than 0.35

mA.

⮚Finally, in the power-down mode, the microcontroller will draw less than 1 μA of current

from the voltage source.
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2. Power Consumption:

⮚To minimize power consumption, the microcontroller can be placed into various low current

sleep modes.

⮚There are six different sleep modes available to the system designer.

⮚The microcontroller is placed in sleep mode using the SLEEP command and ‘‘awakened’’

from SLEEP when an interrupt occurs.

⮚Additionally, power consumption can be further reduced by operating the microcontroller at

the lowest practical clock frequency for a given application.
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PHYSICAL AND OPERATING PARAMETERS

3. Speed Grades:

⮚The ATmega16 is available at two different speed grades.

⮚The ATmega16L operates from 0 to 8 MHz, whereas the ATmega16 operates from 0 to 16

MHz.

⮚The microcontroller’s power consumption is directly related to operating speed.

⮚That is, the faster the operating speed of the microcontroller, the higher its power

consumption.

⮚This becomes especially critical in portable, battery-operated embedded systems

applications.
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